
ACS HU cab 12M 
Cabinet lock / Cupboard lock

COMFORT / SECURITY / EASY MANAGEMENT
The electronic wardrobe lock ACS-HU cab 12M is 
specially developed and designed for aquaparks, 
fitness centers, wellness and spa facilities, but 
also for shopping centers, schools and libraries. It 
provides a high user and service standard, a high 
level of security and control of entry/use of 
wardrobes, drawers, etc.

The cabinet lock ACS HU cab 12M from the 
company ACS Solution s.r.o  will impress you with 
its elegant design, modern style, quality 
workmanship, high level of security and also its 
user comfort.

 The leader in door opening solution

 www.acssolution.cz

SPECIFICATIONS

Power supply:
Battery life:
Applicable technologies:
Media format:

Brushed stainless steel, brushed brass
114 x 45 x 13,5 mm 
132 x 64 x 21 mm 
≤98%

20°C až 70°C:

PROPERTIES

: Does not require cabling preparation
: Works in offline mode
: Waterproof and works at low and high  temperatures                 
: The installation itself is very simple
: Unique control algorithm, no possibility of copying            
: Provides a high level of security
: 2 standard AAA alkaline batteries

: Light and sound signaling
: Robust mechanical control
: Automatic signaling of low battery voltage
:Alarm with Anti-picking function
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Mode 1 - fixed assigned codes
The locks work without operating software. Each lock has hard-assigned 
authorized codes.

Function codes: Administrator; User.
Each lock is assigned a new administrator code after installation - usually the 
same for the entire operation. The administrator code can be used to open 
the locker and manage authorized user codes, or delete user codes. 
Subsequently, user codes for individual lockers are assigned. The locks allow 
you to assign up to 50 user codes for one lock.

ACS-HU cab 12M can be opened mechanically with a key in case of emergency

OPTIONS OF OPERATING MODES:
Mode 2 - free selection
The locks work without operating software. Each lock has a fixed administrator 
code assigned to it. The user code does not need to be defined in any way and 
the user can use any unoccupied locker.

Function codes: Administrator; User.
Each lock is assigned a new administrator code after installation - usually the 
same for the entire operation. Use the administrator code to open the locker 
or delete the current valid user code.

2×standard alkaline batteries
AAA 12 months of operation /10.000 cycles
Numeric code
Plastic card, pendant, bracelet

Material: Stainless steel + plastic
Material - the inner part of the lock optionally in all-plastic design
Surface treatment:
External dimensions (h x w x d):
Internal dimensions (h x w x d):
Operating humidity:
Operating temperature:

Function
The possibility of opening mechanically - with a key!
Low battery alarm (then opens/closes 150 more times).
Unique control algorithm, no possibility of copying.




